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The quasifree nonempirical model proposed by Staszewka et al. in 1983 for the imaginary part of the
electron scattering optical potential is revised, in order to improve its foundations, accuracy, and range of
applicability. The importance of relativistic and many-body effects for heavy atoms is shown and some
corrections proposed. A criterion for selecting the D parameter is discussed. The model is also shown to admit
considerable simplifications without loss of accuracy. Calculated elastic ~differential and integral! and inelastic
cross sections for He to Xe noble gases and also for N2 , CO, and CO2 molecules are compared to experimental
values.
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Accurate data on cross sections for electron scattering by
atoms and molecules are currently recognized as being very
valuable due to their application in several areas of techno-
logical interest ~modeling and diagnostics of plasma pro-
cesses, Monte Carlo simulation of the interaction with mat-
ter, or radiation detector development! and environmental
applications (O2 , O3 , CCl4 , and CF4 molecules!. This work
is a consequence of several previous ones @1–4# devoted to
combine experimental results with theoretical calculations,
obtaining elastic and inelastic integral cross sections for elec-
tron scattering by molecules and noble gases in a wide en-
ergy range. As a consequence we have realized the impor-
tance of approximate ab initio procedures of reasonable
accuracy for evaluating inelastic processes.
As is well known, calculations ignoring inelastic pro-
cesses do not allow the determination of total cross sections
but provide good ~somewhat overestimated! differential and
integrated elastic values. In these cases, a complete descrip-
tion of the collision is not obtained and absorption contribu-
tions must be estimated separately @1–4#. Unfortunately,
most available ab initio treatments including inelastic contri-
butions have a restricted range of applicability or become
complicated when applied to situations of practical interest.
Consequently, most treatments for complex atoms or mol-
ecules are of a semiempirical nature, being of limited confi-
dence in the absence of experimental data.
We will consider here an approximate ab initio model
known as the quasifree absorption model. There are numer-
ous calculations based on this model @5–13# but, due to some
deficiencies of the original formulation, most authors use
semiempirical variants for it. Nevertheless, it has been
shown @14,15# that, when properly amended, this model re-
sults in a useful treatment of reasonable accuracy and sim-
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of applicability.
This work is a continuation of @14,15#, devoted to improv-
ing the quasifree model proposed by Staszewka et al. @16#
based on the suggestion of Goldberger @17# for an analogous
situation in nuclear physics. In this model, the inelastic in-
teraction of the incident electron with the target ~atom or
molecule! arises from its dispersion by the target electrons.
While the two-body e2-e2 elastic collisions are calculated
as if the target electrons were free, target properties enter as
boundary conditions for the binary collisions, spatial and
momentum density distributions, and Pauli-principle restric-
tions on the allowed final states for colliding electrons. Since
its introduction, the model has been applied to many atoms
and molecules @5–9#, but to our knowledge Refs. @14,15# are
the only attempts to improve the model on a nonempirical
basis.
As the fundamentals of the model have been extensively
described elsewhere @14,15,16,18#, only a brief summary
will be given here: Taking into account a local imaginary
potential iVa corresponds to an 22Va absorption per unit
time @19#, and assuming u(r,E)5A2@E2V(r)# as the ve-
locity corresponding to the local kinetic energy E2V(r) of
the scattering electron, Va(r ,E)52 12 r(r)us¯(r ,E). Obtain-
ing the explicit form is reduced to calculating @14,16–18# the
effective collision cross section s¯ for an electron traversing a
r(r) electron charge density for which a Fermi velocity dis-
tribution is assumed.
The main contribution of Ref. @14#, apart from an errata
correction, was an improved treatment of the binary e2-e2
interactions, showing that the corresponding Mott treatment
very approximately results in two terms for the final potential
Va5VR
a 1VC
a
. The first term VR
a is the one that would arise
assuming the simple Rutherford expression for the e2-e2
binary interaction, while the correcting VC
a term is negligible
in most cases.
The main contributions of Ref. @15# were a symmetrical
treatment of the interacting electrons ~originally considered©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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effects.
Here we will propose some additional modifications
based on ab initio arguments, and discuss their effect on the
numerical results. A definitive solution to the problem is not
claimed, but the resulting model is more accurate and of
wider applicability.
Section II A will discuss how to remove an undesirable
characteristic of the present model. In Sec. II B, we will de-
scribe some modifications necessary for the application to
heavier atoms. Section II C proposes a criterion for choosing
the D parameter in order to include some contribution from
nonionizing processes. Section II D presents a simplified ver-
sion of the model that can make it easier to use and interpret
without losing accuracy, by means of identifying and drop-
ping nonsignificant terms. The final two sections describe
some numerical results for light to heavy atoms ~He to Xe in
Sec. III A! and three molecules (N2 , CO, and CO2 in Sec.
III B!.
In all calculations, atomic units will be used: Energy in
hartrees ~27.212 eV!, length in Bohr radius, h/2p5m5e
51.
II. THEORY
A. Restoring the local velocity in the model
As indicated, the explicit expression for the model ab-
sorption potential Va(r ,E) in the quasifree approximation
results from the evaluation of the effective collision cross
section s¯ for an electron traversing an electron cloud, for
which a Fermi velocity distribution is assumed. This means
considering inside the atom the collision of the incident elec-
tron of local velocity u with a target electron of local veloc-
ity k, and then integrating the corresponding ds/dV for all
the allowed final states, and averaging over all the k Fermi
distributed values. As a consequence, the final expression
s¯(r ,E) explicitly depends @17# on the value of the local
velocity u5A2(E2V). Nevertheless, up to now, in all ver-
sions of the model @14,15,16,18# this local velocity u has
been replaced by the incident velocity p5A2E . As has been
shown @14#, the use of the desirable value u resulted in ab-
surdly large values of the total inelastic cross section at low
incident energies.
In order to understand this situation, it must be noted that,
after accelerating in the atomic potential V , low-energy inci-
dent electrons can gain very large energies and then, satisfy-
ing the Pauli restrictions of the model, they are allowed to
remove even very tightly bound internal atomic electrons.
While such a process can be allowed ‘‘from the point of
view’’ of the interacting electrons, it clearly means an
energy-conservation violation for the whole electron-atom
system. This situation can be easily remedied by incorporat-
ing into the model an energy-conservation boundary condi-
tion ~similar to the two other Pauli blocking conditions of the
model!.
The energy-conservation restriction incorporated is the
obvious one: If the kinetic energy of the incident electron is
lower than the binding energy of the target electron, the in-
elastic interaction is not allowed. An explicit formulation of02270this restriction requires some estimation of the ‘‘local bind-
ing energy’’ for target electrons. While for weakly bound
external electrons this can be the D threshold energy of the
model, for internal electrons a good estimate could be the
binding potential ~the average potential seen by each atomic
electron arising from the nucleus plus the remaining Z21
electrons!.
Therefore, our proposal will be using the right u value
~instead of p! in all the Va expressions, and the inclusion of
the new factor H(E in2D1Vb), where H is the usual Heavi-
side step function and Vb(r)5V(r)(Z21)/Z21/r is an es-
timation of the potential due to Z21 electrons plus the
nucleus.
Figure 1 compares both versions of the model for total
inelastic cross sections in He to Xe, and for some differential
elastic ones in neon. The details of the numerical calculations
are given below in Sec. III. It can be noted that although the
expressions involved in both versions are quite different, the
modification for the numerical results is small. That means
the old u→p procedure, unless somewhat arbitrary, was not
a bad approximation.
B. Relativistic and many-body corrections
We will discuss here the convenience of including relativ-
istic and many-body effects for heavy atoms ~Kr and larger!.
The convenience of including relativistic corrections in the
Schro¨dinger equation for the incident electron does not arise
from the range of incident energies that will be considered
here ~up to a few keV!. Relativistic effects arise from the
larger energies an incident electron acquires inside a heavy
atom, where very strong potentials are present. The details of
the adopted treatment will be commented on in Sec. III.
The numerical results for He to Xe noble gases show that
relativistic corrections have no effect on the calculated total
cross sections. Only Kr and Xe differential cross sections are
affected for large angles ~and in the case of Kr only at 200
eV or lower energies!. Figure 2 compares the results for Xe
at 250 eV with and without relativistic corrections in the
FIG. 1. Effect of the primitive u→p procedure. Dotted line, old
version replacing local velocity u by incident velocity p. Solid line,
new version with the right u value and an energy conservation
restriction. ~a! A sample of differential elastic cross sections for
neon; ~b! total inelastic cross section for He to Xe.1-2
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similar plot results, but then our relativistic-corrected curve
is quite close to the pure elastic relativistic values given by
Fink et al. @20#.
Contrary to the small relativistic corrections, many-body
effects, not taken into account by the original model, are very
important even for a relatively small atom like Ne, as shown
in our previous work @14#. Clearly a precise description of
heavier atoms would require a detailed treatment of many-
body effects. Since such a treatment is not available now, we
decided to introduce the necessary corrections at least in an
approximate way, as follows.
In our previous work we introduced the notion of screen-
ing of the inner electrons by the outer ones, and consequently
corrected the absorption potential by a factor Cscr(r)
5el0(r), where l0(r)5* r‘2Va(t)/u(t) dt,0 is the ‘‘optical
depth’’ corresponding to one-dimensional situations or to
head-on incidence @Fig. 3~a!#. Taking into account that much
larger paths are actually involved inside the atom @Fig. 3~b!#,
the above correction is clearly underestimated. The mean
value ^lu(r)&V obtained by averaging over all r orientations
@Fig. 3~c!# would be much more realistic, but it results in a
double integral of annoying numerical implementation. After
checking that the simpler expression l(r)
5* r
‘@2Va(t)/u(t)#@ t/At22r2#dt corresponding to transver-
FIG. 2. Comparison for xenon of the results with ~full line! and
without ~dotted line! inclusion of relativistic corrections for the in-
cident electron.
FIG. 3. Illustrative of the classical paths considered for the ap-
proximate screening correction. ~a! Old version, ~b! other paths in-
volved, ~c! averaging on straight paths, ~d! adopted correction.02270sal incidence @Fig. 3d# gives much the same numerical re-
sults as ^lu(r)&V , we decided to adopt it.
Another questionable assumption of the original model,
also related to many-body processes, is considering the prob-
ability of interacting with Z electrons as Z times the prob-
ability of interacting with one electron: if inside a region of
size l3 (l52p/u the local wavelength of the incident elec-
tron! more than one target electron were present, it would not
be physically reasonable to consider interaction with each of
them as independent of the others ~even if target electrons
are considered to behave as independent of each other!. By
denoting as r1(r)5r(r)/Z the probability distribution of
one of the target electrons, the probability for that electron to
be inside a l3 region is r1l3, and the probability for ‘‘at
least one electron’’ to be inside the l3 region is not Zr1l3
5rl3, but 12(12r1l3)Z’12e2Zr1l
3
512e2rl
3
. This
probability can be written as refl3 by denoting ref
51/l3/(12e2rl3) or better ref5rsat(12e2r/rsat) , where
rsat51/l35u3/(2p)3 can be interpreted as the maximum
target electron density an incident electron with local wave-
length l can resolve. Thus for the case of multielectron at-
oms, we propose using Va(r ,E)52 12 ref(r)us¯(r ,E) instead
of the former Va(r ,E)52 12 Zr1(r)us¯(r ,E). The difference
becomes significant only in the regions with very large
charge density.
It must be noted that applying the above two approximate
corrections does not mean correcting twice for the same ef-
fect: while the first is related to the probability for the inci-
dent electron to reach the position r, the second is related to
the probability of interacting with a target electron at r once
arriving there. Both corrections deal with complementary
manifestations of the many-body situation. In spite of the
heuristical nature of the above reasoning, we consider that
the resulting approximate corrections go in the right direc-
tion, as confirmed by the numerical results, and so they will
be maintained until a sound treatment becomes available.
Figure 4 compares the old and the new correction proce-
dures with the uncorrected results. For the differential elastic
cross sections, the results are quite different ~the new correc-
tion resulting in an appreciable improvement when compared
to available experimental data!. For total inelastic cross sec-
tions, the effect of the old correction procedure was small,
while the new one resulted in a stronger reduction at the
maximum.
C. Determination of the D parameter
It must be remembered that the effective cross section s¯
arises from integration @14,16,17# of the binary electron-
electron differential one dsb /dV over all the continuum fi-
nal states (p8,k8) energetically allowed for the scattered
electrons (p82/2.kF2 /21D and k82/2.kF2 /21D). This
means the D parameter represents the threshold energy for
continuum states: only ionization processes are taken into
account, excitation to discrete levels being ignored by the
model.
Using for D any value under the ionization potential can
be understood as a desirable attempt to include in the model
some contribution from excitation to discrete bound states,1-3
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~a!, ~b! Samples for differential elastic cross section in Kr; ~c! total inelastic cross section for He, Ne, Ar, and Xe.but requires some discussion for the appropriate value: The
original proposal for D @16# was the energy gap between the
ground state and the first discrete level. Unfortunately, this
value is unacceptable for most atoms because it is so small
~for example, 0.002 eV in carbon! that nonsense s values
would result.
Probably the most judicious choice for the D parameter
should require a careful discussion for each particular sys-
tem. Nevertheless, taking into account that the contribution
of optically forbidden transitions to the excitation cross sec-
tion is usually very small compared to the contribution of
those optically allowed, we consider a reasonable general
assumption could be taking D as the gap between the ground
state and the first level optically allowed from the ground one
~first resonant level!.
Figure 5 illustrates the inelastic cross sections resulting
when using for D the ionization potential ~ignoring excitation
processes! and the larger ones resulting when correcting for
them ~proposed value of D!.
FIG. 5. Total inelastic cross sections for He to Xe. Dotted line is
the result when using for D the ionization potential, ignoring exci-
tation processes. Full lines are the results when using for D the
energy gap between the ground and first resonant level ~correcting
for excitation processes!.02270D. Resulting expressions and usable simplifications
1. Summary of expressions for the proposed form of the model
In order to summarize the above discussions, we present
here the final form proposed for the quasifree absorption
model potential after inclusion of all the proposed modifica-
tions:
Vcor
a ~r !5Va~r !Cscr~r !, ~1a!
Cscr~r !5expS E
r
‘ 2Va~ t !
u~ t !
t dt
At22r2D , ~1b!
Va~r !5VR
a ~r !1VC
a ~r !, ~1c!
VR
a 5
22pref
u
H@E in1Vb~r !2D#
3F 1
D
2
u22D2 35 kF
2
~u22kF
2 2D!2
1H~d!
2d5/2u5
5kF3 ~u22kF2 2D!2
G ,
~1d!
VC
a 5
2
p
H@E in1Vb~r !2D#$ f d~kF /u !2 f d@H~d!d1/2#%.
~1e!
Here E in stands for the incident kinetic energy, u(r ,E in)
5A2@E in2V(r)# , ref5rsat(12e2r/rsat) , rsat5u3/(2p)3, d
5(2kF2 12D2u2)/u2, kFr(r)5@3p2r(r)#1/3, D is the en-
ergy gap between ground and first resonant states, Vb(r) is
estimated from the effective atomic potential V(r) as Vb(r)
5V(r)(Z21)/Z21/r , and the f d function @14# is
f d~x !5E
0
x
dt t2~ t22d!E
21
1 ds
~ t21122ts !2~ t21112ts !1/2
for which an approximate expression @14# is1-4
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x~12d!
4~12x ! 1
@112x1~x23 !d#ln~12x !
16
1~a12db1!x1~a22db2!x2
with a150.4353, a250.012 33, b1520.1084, and b2
50.056 91.
2. Alternative simplified expressions
To our knowledge, all previous works based on the
present model used the complete complicated expressions
similar to those above. Nevertheless the above expressions
contain several terms with a negligible contribution in most
situations. Consequently simplified expressions can be used
without appreciable loss of accuracy.
A numerical evaluation of the different terms in expres-
sions ~1a!–~1e! for He to Xe noble gases indicates that with-
out appreciable loss of accuracy, the following holds true.
~a! The very small VC
a (r) and H(d)d5/2 terms can be
ignored.
~b! Compared to the 1/D term, the (u22D2 35 kF2 )/(u2
2kF
2 2D)2 term is also small over most of the r range, and
so the small change 35 kF
2 →kF2 simplifies it to 1/(u22kF2
2D) with no significant change in the calculations. Further-
more, approximating u252E in22V’2E in1kF
2 ~for a
Thomas-Fermi neutral atom this would be exact!, this term
can be finally written as 1/(2E in2D).
~c! We have also found that for most calculations, the
Cscr(r)5exp *r‘@2Va(t)/u(t)#@t/At22r2#dt expression can be
substituted without appreciable change in the results by
C˜ scr(r)5exp 2*r‘2Va(t)/u(t) dt, which is of easier numerical
evaluation.
As a summary, a simplified version of the model can be
proposed in the form
V˜ cor
a ~r !5V˜ a~r !C˜ scr~r !, ~2a!
C˜ scr~r !5e2r
‘2V˜ a~ t !/u~ t !dt
, ~2b!
V˜ a5
22pref
u
H@E in1Vb~r !2D#F 1D2 12E in2DG . ~2c!
It must be noted that unless the simplicity of the above
result could make it of interest for further applications, the
above simplifications are of a purely numerical nature.
As Fig. 6 shows, the results from the complete and sim-
plified versions of the model are very similar for the total
inelastic cross section of He to Xe. Differential elastic values
are not plotted as they are almost identical.
III. CALCULATIONS
A. Numerical calculations for noble gas atoms
In order to check the usefulness of the model and the
relevance of some of the proposed modifications, we applied
it to the He to Xe noble gases. The detailed procedure of the
numerical calculations has been extensively described else-
where @1,2,3,6,14,15#, and so only a brief summary follows.02270For our purposes, the electron-atom interaction is repre-
sented by the approximate optical potential
Vopt~r !5V~r !1iVa~r !5Vs~r !1Ve~r !1Vp~r !1iVa~r !.
~3!
Here the imaginary part Va(r) was the absorption potential
in complete form @Eqs. ~1a!–~1e!#, and the real part V(r) is
the effective atomic potential including three terms: Vs(r) is
the static potential calculated by using the charge density
deduced from Hartree-Fock @21# atomic wave functions in-
cluiding relativistic corrections. Ve(r) is the exchange poten-
tial for which the semiclassical energy-dependent formula
derived by Riley and Truhlar @22# is used. Vp(r) represents
the target polarization potential in the form given by Zhan
et al. in Ref. @23#.
The procedure adopted in considering relativistic effects
for the incident electron involves the usual corrections @21#
in the wave equation, resulting in the use of an effective gl
wave function and potential @20#. Thus, except for ignoring
the difference between d l and d2l21 , our treatment follows
the one given by Fink et al. @20#. As mentioned above, rela-
tivistic corrections for the incident electron are only of small
importance here. Nevertheless, they have been included in
all our calculations, as once they are implemented in the
numerical procedures they result in no extra work.
In order to obtain the lth complex partial wave phase shift
d l5l l1im l , the scattering equation for the ul(r) radial
wave functions has been numerically integrated @1# by means
of an adaptive-step-size fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm
@24# based on the variable-phase technique @25#. Once the
corresponding d l phase shifts are obtained for the above po-
tential, the elastic differential dsel /dV and total absorption
s tot(E) cross sections result from their well-known partial
wave and optical theorem expressions,
f ~u!5 12ik (l50
lmax
~2l11 !~e2id l21 !Pl~cos u!, ~4a!
FIG. 6. Comparison for He to Xe of the total inelastic cross
sections calculated from the complete ~full line! and simplified ~dot-
ted line! versions of the model.1-5
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dV 5u f ~u!u
2
, s tot~E !5
4p
k Im~ f u50!. ~4b!
Calculations were carried out both with the iVa(r) ab-
sorption term and without it ~pure elastic!. Figures 7–9 com-
pare all the results with available experimental data. The
results from the previous @15# model are also shown for com-
parison.
Figure 7 presents the integrated elastic cross sections, and
Fig. 8 the total inelastic cross sections s tot(E)2selast(E). In
all cases, the values from the modified model are similar to
those from the previous one, and so also is the agreement
with available experimental data.
Differential elastic cross sections are presented in Fig. 9
for low, medium, and large energies for which experimental
data are available. The new results are usually larger for
large angles, resulting in better agreement with available ex-
perimental data. This is especially remarkable for medium to
large energies, where new results a factor 32 to 310 larger
FIG. 7. Comparison for He to Xe of the calculated integral
elastic cross section ~curves! with some available experimental data
~symbols!: solid line is from the present model; dashed line ~almost
overlapping! is from the previous @15# model; dotted line is the pure
elastic calculation omitting the imaginary absorption potential; l,
Ref. @26#; d, Ref. @27#; h, Ref. @28#; s, Ref. @29#; v, Ref. @30#.
Note the discontinuities in the axis.02270towards experimental data are obtained. For integrated elas-
tic cross sections, Fig. 7 also indicates that in all cases the
new results are closer to the experimental ones.
It is very interesting to compare the results from calcula-
tions including the iVa(r) term with those obtained when
ignoring it ~pure elastic!: The former provides us with good
total, absorption, integrated elastic, and differential elastic
values ~these last are somewhat underestimated at large en-
ergies!. The second one does not allow determination of total
or absorption cross sections and somewhat overestimates dif-
ferential elastic values. Thus ~only for determination of dif-
ferential elastic values! both calculations can be considered
as complementary for the time being, as they result in useful
upper and lower bounds for the experimental ones.
B. Numerical calculations for some molecules
In order to illustrate the possibilities of the model for
calculation of molecular cross sections, we will present here
some results for N2 , CO, and CO2 cases. Our molecule cal-
culations will be based here on the independent atom model
~IAM! @6,8,19,38,39# and the usual expression @19# for mul-
ticenter dispersion,
FIG. 8. Comparison for He to Xe of the calculated total inelastic
cross section. All symbols and line styles are the same as Fig. 7.1-6
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@32#; n; Ref. @33#; ,, Ref. @34#; L, Ref. @35#; 3, Ref. @36#; 1, Ref. @37#. Note the discontinuities in the axis.F~u!5 (
atoms
f i~u!eiqri , ~5!
where q5Kout2Kin is the momentum transfer and f i(u) are
the atomic dispersion functions. According to the optical
theorem, the resulting total cross section is then
s total
molecule5
4p
k Im F~u50 !5
4p
k (atoms Im f i~u50 !
5 (
atoms
s total
atom
, ~6!
a result known @6~a!# as the additivity rule. After averaging
the differential cross section uF(u)u2 over all molecule ori-
entations @@6b#, @19##, one also obtains
dsmolec
dV 5(i , j f i~u! f j*~u!
sin qri j
qri j
, ~7!
where q52k sin u/2, ri j is the distance between i and j at-
oms, and sin qrii /qrii51. Unfortunately Eq. ~7! is not appro-
priate for calculation of integrated elastic values due to its
poor normalization @this is very clear for the pure elastic
dispersion, where F(u) violates the optical theorem
*4puF(u)u2 dVÞ(4p/k)Im F(u50), even in the simplest
case of two identical atoms#. Taking into account that
sin qrij /qrij factors are usually very small except for i5 j ,
where they equal 1, the above limitation can be remedied by
approximating them as d i j while evaluating integral elastic
values. This results again in an additivity rule relation,
s integral elastic
molecule 5 (
atoms
s integral elastic
atom
. ~8!02270The calculated values from Eqs. ~6!, ~7!, and ~8! for N2 ,
CO, and CO2 molecules are compared in Figs. 10, 11, and 12
with available experimental or theoretical data.
As can be seen in the figures, the overall agreement be-
tween experimental and calculated values is good for differ-
ential cross sections. As with the noble gases case, the cal-
culated values for medium to large angles tend to be lower
than the experimental ones as energy increases. As for noble
gases, the results from the present model are closer to the
experimental data than the ones from the previous model,
although those are not plotted here in order to simplify the
figures. Values resulting both when including the iVa(r) ab-
sorption term and when omitting it ~pure elastic! are shown
for comparison, and, as for the atoms, they behave as upper
and lower bounds for the experimental data.
FIG. 10. Comparison for N2 of the calculated ~curves! differen-
tial elastic ~a! and total ~b! cross sections, with some available
experimental data ~symbols!: solid line is from the present model;
dotted line is the pure elastic calculation omitting the imaginary
absorption potential; dashed line is from Ref. @10#; h, Ref. @31#; n,
Ref. @40#; L, Ref. @41#; ,, Ref. @28#. Note the discontinuities in the
axis.1-7
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ment with experimental values at medium to large energies
~100 eV and above!. At lower energies, the agreement wors-
ens, as expected from the low-energy failure of the IAM
approximation. This is clearer for the largest CO2 molecule.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
From the theoretical point of view, the modifications in-
troduced in the quasifree scattering model potential remove
undesirable characteristics of former treatments and approxi-
mately correct for many-body effects and nonionization pro-
cesses. From the applied point of view, the model remains of
an ab initio nature and the new version gives improved re-
sults for He to Xe noble gas differential cross sections. The
FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for the CO molecule, and h, Ref.
@28#; n, Ref. @42#; L, Ref. @43#; ,, Ref. @44#. Note the disconti-
nuities in the axis.02270application to molecules is also satisfactory.
Thus we consider that the proposed form of the model
results in a useful technique of reasonable accuracy and sim-
plicity in studying electron scattering for a broad range of
species.
Based on numerical considerations, a simplified version
of the model is also discussed, resulting in much simpler
expressions without appreciable loss of accuracy.
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